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Let D be the set of all ('l~ing) degrees, ,~ the usual ~ttlal ordering of D, and J the 
(Turing) jump operator on D. The foaowing relations are shown to be flist-ord~r definable 
in the structure c0 = <D, ~, J) : d t is hyperarithraetical in d2, d I is the hyperjump of d2, 
d I is ramified analytical i l d 2 (Corollaries 4.6, 4.13, 4.16). A first-order, degree theoretic 
definition of the ramified analytical hierarchy is obtained (Theorem 5.6). A ftrst-order 
sentence isfound which is true in c~ ff the universe is (a generic extension of) L, and 
false in q~ if 0 # exists (Corollary 4.7). The question of whether the norion of uniform 
upper bound is degree theoretically definable is investigated (Section 6). Exact pairs of 
upper bounds are used to l~plaee analytical definability by arithmetical definability 
(Theorem 3.1). 
I .  In t roduct ion  
Th is  paper  is a cont r ibut ion  to degree theory  in  the  spir it  o f  K leene 
and  Post  ~ 17 ]. Thus  we are concerned  exclusively w i th  the  s t ruc ture  o f  
the  upper  semi lat t ice  o f  degrees (Tur ing  degrees,  degrees o f  recursive un-  
solvabi l i ty)  augmented  by  the  jump operator .  However ,  the  quest ions  
wh ich  we s tudy  here  are somewhat  removed f rom those  wh ich  have 
main ly  occup ied  degree theor is ts  over  the  past few years. We there fore  
beg in  w i th  a general  d iscuss ion wh ich  is in tended to  put  the  rest  o f  the  
paper  in  perspect ive.  
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Ever since Spector's construction of a minimal degree [31 ] and the 
Friedberg-Muchnik solution of Post's problem [24], degrees have been 
one of the most intensively developed parts ¢~f mathematical logic. A 
number of ingenious proof techniques have been devised. Indeed, it 
seems fair to say that degree theorists haw been preoccupied almost ex- 
clusively with technique. "We regard an unsolved prt~blem as interesting 
only if it seems likely that its solution requires a new trick." (Sacks [25, 
p. 169]). 
A related phenomenon or" the last four or five years is that the degrees 
occurring at low levels of the arithmetical hierarchy have taken over as 
the n~,aln objects of study. Especially the lowest level, the degrees of the 
A~ sets, is emphasized; see for example Cooper's bibliography [3]. The 
most probable explanation for this phenomenon is that the A ° sets offer 
the beat arena for the develolrmant and refinement of new proof tech- 
niques. In the constricted world of the A0 sets, number quantifiers are 
irrelevant. Delicate priority arguments emerge and take their place as the 
one indispensable t chnique. Thus the A ° sets are studied, not for their 
intrinsic importance, kut for'~he interest and importance of the methods 
employed in their study. 
It seems to us that these methodological concerns co,lstitute an en- 
tirely legitimate and reasonable justification for the study of the A ° sets. 
Priority methods enrich all of mathematical logic, and they have first to 
be developed somewhere. However, for the present paper we have no 
need of such a justification. 
Ou- viewpoint here is different. We want to step back and consider 
what intrinsic significance the degrees of unsolvability may have. Thus 
we have trying to practice degree theory as if it were a branch of science 
~ather than an art form; we want to ask degree theoretic questions whose 
answers may be expected to be more important than the methods by 
which the answers are to be discovered and proved. 
It seems to us that such intrinsic importance is to be found in the 
study of degree theoretic hierarchies, i.e. transfinite, degree theoretic 
iterations of the jump operator. Let D be the set of all degrees, < the 
usual partial ordering on D, and./: D ~ D the jump operator on D. B7 a 
degree theoretic hierarchy we mean, precisely, a sequence of degrees 
(d  I a < 0> where 0 is a limit ordinal, such that 
(i) a 0 = O; 
(ii) da+ 1 =](da) for all a < 0; 
(iii) d a < d~ fore < ~< 0; 
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(iv) for X a limit ordinal less than O, d x is first order definable in the 
structure cD~ = (D,  ~ , / , /x )  where 1 a = (d E D I d ~ d~ for some a < X}. 
Earlier work by Kleene, Speetor [32], Enderton, Putnam [5], and Sacks 
[26] yields a natural, degree theoretic definition of  the hyperatithmetical 
hierarchy with 0 = ~o I where w t is the "constractive" o~ l of  Church and 
Kleene. In Section 5 below, this is extended to a natural, degreeiheo- 
retie definition of  the ramified analytical hierarchy with 0 = 80 wher~ ~0 
is the ordinal of ramified analysis. (How are these uses of the word "nat- 
ural" to be made precise? We have given some thought o this question 
but have not found an entirely satisfactory answer. One possibility is to 
strengthen clause (iv) in the definition of  degree theoretic hierarchy by 
requiting a sequence of  first-order formulas ( ~'n )n <,~ such that with 
each limit ordinal X < 0 is associated a number n x defined as the least n 
such that ~'n defines a degree d~ in cD x, and n o is undefined. Another 
possibility is to require that the On have an "algebraic" flavor. By Lemma 
5.1 the mentioned egree theoretic hierarchies are in fact natural in both 
of these senses.) The special case ~. = co I is treated separately in Section 
4 where in addition it is shown that d~ the degree of Kleeoe's q~ is 
. . I '  ' 
first-order definable in the structure c~ = <D. ~,  ]). 
Also in Section 4 is obtained a first-order sentence which is true in 
if V = L or a generic extension of L, and false in c~ if 0 # exists. This is 
the first result we know of to the effect that the first-order theory of 
c~ is not absolute in the sense of G~del (although by Lachian [21] the 
first-order theory of (D, ~ ) is undecidable). Moreover, it shows clearly 
that the "'global" structure of the continuum is interestingly reflected 
in the first-order theory of  c~. Something like this possibility had been 
suggested by Boolos and Putnam [ 1 ] and by a 1emma of  Martin con- 
eeming Gale-Stewart games. The connection between the structure of  
the continuum and the first.order theory of  '~ will be explored further 
in another paper by Simpson [29]. 
Our methods of proof are hardly new. The proof of the main theorem 
in Section 3 below goes back to Sacks [25, §8, 11 ] who goes back to 
Kleene and Post [ 17 ] and Spector [ 31 ]. (If there is any methodological 
novelty here at all, it is the observation that Jensen's "fine structure" 
[ 12] theory I is directly applicable to the study of  degrees.) We believe 
! Kleene and Post [ 171 used the term "fine structure" with a quite different meaning according 
Io which ]ensen's theory would have to be caaed "coarse sUucture". This does not detract from 
the fundamental importance of Jensen's work in [ 12 t. 
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however that the lack of  novelty in the proofs is compensated for by 
the interest o, ~ the theorems. 
2. Notation and prerequisities 
We write 60 = {0, 1, 2, ...} = the set of nonnegative integers; ~"*= 
= { f I f: ~ -* ¢o) = the set of all total one-place number theoretic func- 
tions; 2 '~ = {X I X g ¢o} = the set of  all subsets of  ~.  Letters e. i ,/,  k, m, 
n, ... denote elements o f  ~.  Letters f. g, h, ... denote elements of  ¢o '~. 
Upper case Latin letters A, B. C, ... denote subsets of  w. The characteris- 
tic function of  A is denoted cA . In Section 5, lower case Greek letters 
a, ~, % ... are sometimes used to denote ordinal numbers. 
One-place partial functions {iy f, {i}Y (n), etc. are defined in the usual 
way. We write f<  T A to mean that f i s  recursive in A, i,e. ~mVn 
f (n )  = {m}a(n). Similarly for f<  T g, A <T B, etc. We have a recursive 
pairing function * defined by 
A •B = {22 l iEA}  o {2i+ 11 iEB} 
and f *  g = h where h(2i) = f( i ) ,  h(2i + l) = g(i). We assume basic familiar- 
ity with the (relative) arithmetical hierarchy and the jump operator. In 
particular we assume Post's Hierarchy Theorem: for each n < ¢o, A is 
2;°+1 in B if and only if A is recursively enumemble in the r. TM jump of B. 
For this t~eorem see Rogers [ 24, Chapters 14 and 15 ] or Shoenfield [27, 
§ § 75,  7.6]. In general our notation is drawn from Rogers [24]. A degree 
i~ an equivalence class under the relation A -=T B, i.e. A <r  B & B <r  A. 
Lower case boldface letters a, b, e, ... denote degrees, i ra,  b are the de- 
grees of A, B respectively then we write: a < b forA *~r B;a • b for the 
degree rA • B; 0 for the degree of recursive functions; a' for the degree 
of the jump of A ; a (n) for the degree of the n :h jump of A; and a (~) for 
the degree of the 6e-jump of A, i.e. the recursive union of the n th jumps 
of A [24, pp. 256-258] .  The jump operator is important in degree 
theory because it expresses numerical quantification. 
Our discussion of forcing in Section 3 is self contained. In Section 4 
we assume knowledge of (relative) hyperarithmeticity. We write ~t  for 
the least nonrecursive ordinal and ¢o{ for the least ordinal not recursive 
in B. Previous knowledge of hyperarithmetialty is not needed in order 
to understand the results in Section 5. However, one of  the proofs there 
makes essential use of Davis's pecific definition of the hyperarithmeti- 
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cal hierarchy in terms of H-sets. For this definition see Speetor [32] or 
Rogers [24, § 16.8]. Another of the proofs in Section 5 uses results of 
Jensen [ 12]; see also the exposition by Devlin [4]. Section 6 uses a re- 
sult of Jockusch [ 14] but is otherwise self contained. 
3. Exact pairs of upper bounds 
Throughout this section, M is a countable, nonempty subset of ~ 
which is closed under relative recursiveness, pairing, and the jump opera- 
tor. In symbols, 
( i ) f~rg~M~ f~M,  
( i i ) f ,g~M~ fsgEM,  
(iii) f E M ~ jump(() ~ M. 
We want to regard M as the range of the function variables in an 60-model 
of a fragment of second-order arithmetic; eL Rogers [24, p. 385 ] and 
Shoenfield [27, p. 227]. See also Friedman [71 where the usefulness and 
naturalness of the closure conditions ( i)-  (iii) are emphasized. 
Accordingly, we define what it means for a relation R c Mi × w/to 
be ZI over M. R is arithmetical over M if there exist an arithmetical rela- 
tion A and a parameter h ~ M such that for all f~  M i, n E co I, 
R(f ,  n) ~ A(I;, n, h) .  
R is ~ ~ over M if it is arithmetical over M. R is rl~ over M if "lR is ~1 
over M. R is Z~+ 1over M if there exists a relation S which is li k over M 
and such that for a l l f~ M i, n E ~ l  
R(.f, n) ~ (3g E M) S(.f, g, n). 
R is A~ over M if it is both ~ over M and 1"1~ over M. R is analy ti,eal 
overM or analytically definable overM if it is 2~ overM for some k< w. 
The goal of this Section is to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a countable, nonempty subset o f  co ~ closed 
under <T, ~, and the ]ump operator. Let n be a positive in teger, and let 
H be a subset o f  to. Then the following two assertirns are equivalenL 
(a)H is 5~1 over M. 
(b) H is ~,°n+ 2 in A • B whenever A, B c_ 60 are such that 
(1) M = {f l f~;  r A &f~r B) .  
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A pair A,/~' g o~ such that (1) holds is called an exact pair for M, The 
constnlction of  an e::act pair for M was first carried out ( in a represen- 
tative special case) by Kleene and Post [ 17]; see also Spector [31, Theo- 
rem 3] and Rogers [24, p. 2741. For us, the relevance of  exact pairs is 
that analytical definability over M is equivalent to arithmetical definability 
relative to arbitrary exact pairs forM, This idea is expressed in the above 
.Theorem and will be mercilessly exploited in the next two Sections. 
Our first lemma, 3.2 below, resembles Kleene's Normal Form Theorem 
for the analytical hierarchy (over wu) .  See Rogers [24, p. 376] and 
Shoenfield [27, p. 173]. It is perhaps worth noting that the last two 
prefix transformations of [24, p. 375] and [27, p. ! 73] are not valid for 
analytical definability over M. They are not valid because M is not as- 
sumed to be a model of  the countable choice schema of second order 
arithmetic; i.e. it is not assumed that 
vk(~f  e M)R(k ,  f )  ~ (~f  e M) vkR(k ,  ( I )k)  
even i fR  is analytical over M. This is why Lemma 3.2 is not trivial. 
I.emma 3.2. Let  R c_ M i × oj] be a relation which is ~1 n over M, n odd. 
Then (here are a I~ ° relation T and a parameter h ~ M such that, ]'or all 
fe  M t and k e ¢J, 
R(f, k) ~ (3g I E M)(¥g 2 e M) ... ( 3g n E M) T(g 1, gz" ' "  gn' f' k, h ) . 
SimilaCy t f  n is nonzero even. 
Proof. The cases n > 1 follow immediately from the case n = 1. So let R 
be 2;~ over M. For concreteness, uppose 
R(f,  k) ~ (~g e M) Yw3xVy3zS(g ,  w, x, y, z. [, k, h) 
where h e M and S is recursive and w, x, .v, z are number variables. The 
idea of  the proof is to replace the quantifiers 3x, 3z by Skolem fuvetions. 
Let g ~ M, f E M l, and k E w 1 be such that Vw3xVy~zS(g ,  w, x. y,  z, 
f,, k, h) holds. Defme 
gi(w)  = #xYy3zS(g ,  w, x, y, z, f, k, h) 
and 
g2({w, y>) = uzS(g, w, g~(w), y, z, £ k, h) 
where ,u is the least number operator. Then gl, g2 E M since they are 
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arithmetical in g, .L, h ~ M anti M is closed under pairing and the ~ump 
operator, Thus, for all t '~ M ~ and k ~ to, one has 
R(f .  k)  ~ (3gE M) (~g 1, g2 ~ M) VwVyS(g, w, gl(w),y, gz((w, yD,L  k, h ) .  
Then by pairing one gets 
R(f, k) ~ (3gE M) VwS'(g, w f, k, h) 
where S' is recursive, so R is in the desired form and Lemma 3.2 is 
proved. [2 
The proof that (a) ~ (b) in the theorem is now straightforward. Name- 
ly, suppose n ;~ 1 and H ~ to is ~n 1 overM, and let A, B c to be such that 
M = { f I f ~; r A & f ~; r B~-. We want to see that H is arithmetical in A ~9 B. 
This is accomplished by taking the ~n 1 definition of H and replacing each 
ftmctiort quantifier (3g ~ M) by number quantifiers 
3e t 3e2({e 1)n and {e2} s are total and equal and ...).  
Also. the parameter h ~- M is replaced by { i l~  where i t, i 2 are such lhat 
{it} '~ = (i2} a = h. It is left to the reader to verify that these transformations 
convert a Zn I definition over M into a ~n0+2 definition relative to A g B, 
provided Lemma 3.2 is applied first in order to get rid of excess number 
quantifiers, 
The proof that (b) ~ (a) is a perfect set forcing argument in the spirit 
of Sacks [ 261. Let S be the set of  finite sequences o f  O's and l 's. Elements 
of S will be called strings and tL r,  ,~, v will be variables for strings. I f  
P: S ~ S, P is called a tree i f  for all a, ~ ~ S, cr c r ~, P(u) c P(r). (We 
write o c r to mean that r is an extension of  a.) If A C w, let A(n) be 
the string of length n extended by the characteristic function ofA. I fP  
is a tree and A ~ to, let P(A) be the unique subset of  co whose character- 
istic function extends P(7.(n)) for every n. Any set of  the form P(A) is 
called a branch of P, and [P] denotes the set of  all branches of  P. Clearly 
[P] is a perfect closed subset of 2 ~ in its usual topology. A tree whose 
range is included in the range of P is called a subtree of P. If Q is a sub- 
tree of P, then [QI c_ [p], l f P  is a tree, we identify it with the corre- 
sponding number theoretic function under a G~del numbering of  S. 
Sacks [ 26] calls a tree pointed i f  it is recursive in all of its branches. 
We strengthen this notion by calling a tree P uniformly pointed, if there 
is a number e such that {e} B = P for every branch B of P. 
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Technical Note. The notion of uniform pointedness eems to be closely 
analogous to the notion of uniform introreducibility [ 15 ]. In fact a 
construction similar in strategy to but much easier than A,H. Lachlan's 
construction of a set which is introreducible but not uniformly so [ 15 ] 
yields a tree P which is pointed but not uniformly so. To make P pointed, 
one constructs P reeursively in 0' and arranges that the even part of each 
branch of P differs only finitely from B, where B is a fixed set of degree 
0'. To insure that P is not uniformly pointed, one arranges that ifA is any 
set With least element n, then ~n) p~) ~ B. This can easily be done since 
B is not recursive. The requirements do not conflict significantly, and so 
the priority method is not used. In contrast to tins result, every pointed 
tree P has a uinfo-rnly pointed subtree Q of the same degree as P. To see 
this, one attempts to construct adescending chain <Pn}n<~ of subtrees 
of P. all recursive in P, such that {n }.,1 =~ p for every branch A of Pn+l. 
The process must "get stuck" since P is pointed and from this it is easy 
to construct auniformly pointed subtree of P of the same degree as P 
The foUowirtg Lemma is essentially the same as [26, Proposition 3.2]. 
Lemma 3.3. [ f  P is a uniformly pointed tree recursive ie~ the set A, then 
P has a uniformly poin ted subtree Q o f  the same degree as A. 
Proof. We want Q to be a tree such that Q(B) = P(A • B) for all B c co. 
Hence we define 
Q(<b 0..... bn)) =P(<a 0, b o, a 1, b 1 ..... a n. bn)) 
where a i is 0 or 1 accordinf~ as i E A. Since P is uniformly pointed, for 
any B 
(2) Q(P)=P(A  ~B)  =: rP~A eB 
where the Turing equivalence isuniform in B. From this it follows that 
P~ A, and hence Q, is uniformly recursive in all branches of Q, so Q is 
uniformly pointed. Clearly Q ---r Q(O), and Q(O) -=r P ~ A • ¢ -=r A by 
(2) and the assumption P <:r A, Hence Q m r A. [] 
We call a set of trees arithmetical if the corresponding set of number 
theoretic functions is an arithmet!cal subset of co n. Clearly the set of 
all trees is arithmetical, in fact 1110. 
Lomma 3.4. The set o fa l l  uniformly poiuted trees is arithmetical 
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Proof. A tree P is uniformly pointed if and only if 
(3) 3nVA(A ~ [P] ~P= ~n}A). 
The matrix of(3) is a II 0 relation of A, P, and n. But it is a well-known 
fact that the class of  II ° relations is closed under universal set quantifica- 
tion, (A closely related fact appears in Shoenfield [27, p. 187 ].) Hence 
(3) is arithmetical (in fact ~) .  
Remark. We do not know whether the set of  pointeu trees is arithmeti- 
cal (although it is obviously rl[ ). In fact the notion of  uniform pointed- 
ness was introduced so that oL~r forcing conditions could be arithraetJcally 
characterized, 
Assume now that M is a countable, nonempty subset of  w ~ closed 
under <r  and *. The proof that (b) ~ (a) will be obtained by applying 
(b) to pairs (A. B) which will be generic with respect o a certain notion 
of forcing which we now describe. A condition is a pair (P0, PI) ~ M X M 
such that P0 ~'r P1 and each Pi is a uniformly pointed tree. A condition 
(Qo. QI) extends (Pc. Pt) if Q0 is a subtree o fP  0 and Q1 is a subtree of 
Pl '  We write [P~, P1] for [Po] X [P1]. Our forcing language is roughly 
first-order arithmetic with two free set variables A, B. More precisely, for 
each number m we have a numeral m and for each primitive recursive relation 
R(A, B, o) (R ~ 2 ~ X 2 W X 6o k, k ;~ 0) we have a (k + 2)-place relation 
symbol R. A typical atomic formula isR(A, B, s), where A, B are the two 
set variables and s is a sequence of  number variables and numerals. Arbi- 
trary formulas are built up from atomic formulas using negation (7) and 
the number quantifier (3x). We now inductively classify certain formulas 
as ~;n ° or 1I°. This classification will not be literally identical to the usual 
one, but it will be obvious that a formula which is ~n ° [Fin0 ] in the usual 
sense can be effectively translated into one which is ~n ° III°] in our sense 
and vice versa, for n ~ 1. A formula is Zoo if  it is atomic. A formula is l'ln ° 
i f  it has the form -7 ff where ~ is SOn. A formula is 2;n°÷l if it has the form 
(3x) ¢, where ~0 is H °. A formula is a sentence if it is Zn ° or 171° for some 
n and has no free number variables. We nov  define the relation 
(P, Q) !/-- ¢ (read (P, Q) forces ¢) for conditions (P, Q) and sentences q~. 
The definition is orthodox except at the three lowest quantifier levels on 
the II side where it is taken to coincide with truth in order to facilitate 
the proof of Lemma 3.8 on the definability of  forcing, Explictly, if 
¢(A, _B) is a Zo or I1 ° sentence for n < 2, (P, Q) It- ¢(~, B_) means that 
¢~(A, B) is true for all (A, B) e [P, Q]. If ¢p is a I;n0+l sentence (and so of 
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the form (3x) ~(x)), (P. Q) t1"- (p means that (P, Q) II-- ~(m) for some 
numeral m. I f  ~ is a n O sentence for n • 3 (and so of  the form "-IV), 
(P, Q) t~ ~ ~aeans that there is no condition (P', Q')extending (P. Q) 
such that (P', Q') ~l-" 4. As usual, a set ot conditions is called dense if 
every condition is extended by some condition in the set. 
Lemma 3.5. I f  ~ is a ~° n sentence, the set o f  conditions which force ~ or 
force 9(~ is dense. 
Proof. For n ~ 3 this is obvious from the definition of forcing for Fig 
sentences. We prove it for n = 2 since the proofs for n < 2 are similar but 
easier. The proof for n = 2 is an adaptation of the main argument of [25, 
§ l'l ]; see also the E ° case of  [26, Lemma 3.1 ]. Let ~ be a ,e0 sentence. 
Then ~ has the form (3x)-~(3y)t~ where ~(A, B, x, y) is an atomic formula 
corresponding to a primitive recursive relation R(A, B, x, y). Let 
R(o, r, x, y) mean that from the information ca ~_ o, c 8 -~ r it may be 
computed that R(A, B, x, y) holds. We may assume that R(o, r, x, y) is a 
recursive relation of  o, r, x, y and that i fo '  E a, r' ~ r, and R(a, r, x, y) 
then R(o', r', x, y). Let (Po, P1) be a condition. We want to find a condi- 
tion (Q0, Q l )  which extends (P0, P1) and either forces ~ or forces 9~. 
Case 1. (3n)(3Oo)(3r0)-1(30 ~_Oo)(~r D ro)(3y)R(Po(o) ' pl(r) ,  n, y). 
Choos~" n, ~o, re as in the Case hypothesis and define Q0(o) = P0(o0 * o), 
Ql (r) = Pl(r0 * r) for all o, r. (We write o * r for the concatenation o 
foll~wed by r.) Then (Q0, Qt)  is a condition and (Q0, Ql)  II~- "q(3y) 
~(_A, B, n, y) so (Q0, QI) II-- ~. 
Case 2. Not Case I, In this case, one constructs a condition (Qo, Q~ ) 
so that whenever th(o) = lh(r) = n + t, then 
(4) (3y) R(Qo(o) , Q1 (r), n, y) 
holds. If this is done, it follows at once that (Q0, Q1) IP 9~. We define 
Qo(o), Ql(r)  simultaneously by induction on lh(o) = lh(r). Let Qi(O) = P~(O). 
Assume inductively that Qi(o) is defined whenever lh(o) = n, i = 0 or 1. 
If lh(o) = n, the initial candidates for Qi(o * 0), Qi(o * 1 ) are any two 
(effectively chosen) incompatible xtensions of  Qi(a) which are in the 
range ofP  i. The value of Qi(o * 1) is then the result of 2 n+l successive 
exzensions of the initial candidate for Qi(u * j), one for each string of  
length n + 1. These extensions are carried out by successively considering 
each pair (a, r)  of strings of length n + 1 and extending the present can- 
didates for Qo(o), Ql(r)  to strings ~, n in the range of P o, P l ,  respectively 
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SO that (3y)R(~t, v, n, y) holds. This can be done since we are not in 
Case 1. Then (4) holds since Qo(o), QI(~') extend all candidates for those 
values. Qi is a tree since the initial candidates are incompatible, and 
clearly Qi is a subtree of  P~. Finally Qi can be constructed recursively in 
P0 ~P I '  From this it follows that (Q0, Q~) is a condition. Lamina 3 5 is 
proved, t3 
Definition 3.6. A sequence of conditions ((In, Qn))n<~ is called M-generic 
i f  (Pn+l. Qn+l) extends (Pn, Q, ) for all n, and for every sentence ~ of the 
forcing language which is Z0 for some k, there exists n such that 
(Pn, Qn) t~- (b or (Pro Qn) 1~- I~b. A pair of sets A, B c ¢o is called M-generic 
i f  there is an M-generic sequence of  conditions <(P,,, Qn))n such that 
(A. B) ~ I"1 n [Pn, Qn |" Star~dard arguments show that if ((Pn, Qn))n is an 
M-generic sequence with limit (A, B) and ~(A, B) is a sentence of  the 
forcing language, then (o(A, B) is true if  and only if (Pro Qn) II-- ~(A. B) 
for some n. 
Lemrna 3.7. Let (A, B) bean M-generic pair Then 
{ f i r<  r A &f<r  B} C M. 
Proof. Assume (A, B) is M-genetic and f = {co} A = {e l}a. Then there is 
a condition (P, Q) with A ~ [P], B ~ [Q] such that (P, Q) ~[- ~p where 
is a I1 ° sentence xpressing that (eg}A = {el} e. Thus if C is any branch 
of P, {e0} c = (el} e holds, so {e0} c = {eo} A =f. rhus f (x )  =y  ~ (3o) 
{eo}P(°)(x) =y, so f</ ,  P. Hence f~ M as required. [3 
If ep is a set of sentences of the forcing language, forcing for ~P is 
{(P, Q. $) 10 ~ • & (P. Q) IF- ~ ~,, thought of  as a subset of  ~ × ~o ~" × ¢o. 
The following lemma classifies forcing for Xn 0 and [In ° sentences in the 
analytical hierarchy over M. 
1.emma 3.8. I f  ¢' is either the set of 1SI ° sentences or the set of  ~0 sen- 
tences, forcing for '~ is a relation which is arithmetical (in fact 2: 0) over 
M. If n ~ 1, forcing for nn°+2 sentences i Fin 1 over M. If n ;~ 2, forcing 
for ~°.2  sentences i ~;~ over M. 
Proof. (The definitions of "arithmetical over M" and "~n 1 [[In 1] over M" 
were given at the begSnning of this Section. Although these definitions 
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allowed parameters from M, we shall not use parameters ~'n the present 
proof.) First let • be the set of r l  o sentences. I f ¢~ is a II ° sentence and 
P, Q E M then (P, Q) I/- ~ if  and only if 
(i) P ~-r Q and P, Q are uniformly pointed trees, 
(ii) (VA)(VB) (A 6 [P] & B ~ [Q] -, ~(A, B)). 
Clause (i) is arithmatical by Lemma 3.4. The matrix o "clause (ii) is a II ° 
relation of P, Q, A, B (in the usual sense). But the elas~ of  II ° relations 
is closed under universal set quantification; see Shoenfield [27, p. 187 ]. 
Hence c!~use (ii) is arithmetical (in fact tie). uniformly in ~. So forcing 
for II ° sentences i arithmetical over M. The proof for general • is now 
a straightforward induction in the order H °, Z °, II ° . . . .  For n :~ 2 the 
Zn°+l case follows from the N O case by raising the nun ber quantifier in 
the definition of forcing to a function quantifier (over M). (As remarked 
in the proof of  (a) ~ (h), the number quantifier may not simply be dis- 
regarded because the countable axiom of choice may not hold in M.) For 
n ~ 3, the IIn ° case follows from the T 0 case, Lemma 3.4. and easy quanti 
tier manipulations. D 
The following lemma wilt essentially complete the proof that (b) ~ (a). 
Lemma 3.9. Let ~ be a countable family o f  subsets o f  ~o. There is an 
M-generic pair (A, B) such that 
( i )M = {f l  f < T A &f<T B), 
tii) ~or each H E ~ and n ~ 1, 
H is znO+2 in A • B ~ H is •1 overM 
Proof, Let ~= {H i Ii ~ w}, M = {fi ' i ~ w). Let {~kil i ~ w} be the set 
of sentences of  the forcing language which are 2; 0 for some n ~ 0, and 
let {0i i i ~ ¢0} be the set of formulas of  the forcing language which are 
Xn°+2 for some n > 1 and have exactly one free number variable. We de- 
fine an M-generic sequence of conditions {(Ps, Qs)} by induction on s. 
Let (Po, Qo) be any condition, e.g. Po(a) = Q0(o) = o for all o. Now as- 
sume inductively that (Ps, Qs) has been defined. To define (Ps+l, Qs÷l), 
consider three cases. 
Case 1. s -~ 0 rood 3. Let s = 3L Let ¢Ps+I, Qs;.1) be any condition 
(P, Q)extending (Ps, Qs)such that (P, Q) l~ $i or (P, Q)Iv-q~'i" Such 
a condition exists by Lemma 3.5. 
Case 2. s w. I mod 3. Let s = 3i + 1. Let (Ps÷l, Q~+I) be any condition 
(P, Q) extending (Ps, Qs) such that fi <r  P" Such a condition exists by 
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Lemma 3.3 and the closure of M under pairing. 
Case 3. s -= 2 rood 3. Let s = 3<i, j) + 2. In this ease we attempt o 
find a condition (P, Q) extending (Ps, Qs) which insures that 
H i ~ (k t ~f(A, B, k)). More precisely, if there exist (P, Q) extending 
(Ps, Qs) and a number k such taat k ~ H i and (P, Q) 1~- ~/~,  B, k), let 
(P~v Qs÷o be any such (P, Q). Similarly if  there exist (P, Q) extendir .
(Ps, Q~) and k ~ H i such that (P, Q) I~- 7~i(A, B, _k), let (Ps+l, Q~÷I) be 
such a (P, Q)~ If no (P, Q) of either sort exists, let (Ps+l, Qs+l) = (Ps, Qs), 
and say that stage s + l is vacuous. 
By the usual arguments there are unique sets A, B such that (,4, B) E 
A n [Pn, Qn ]. Case 1 insures that (A, B) is an M-generic pair. Case 2 
insures that M ~ ( f i r  <T A & f ~r  B}, and the reverse inclusion follows 
from Lemma 3.7 and genericity. To verify (it), assume that/ / /= [k t ~s~. B, k)}, 
where ~j is a Z0+~ formula. Let s = 3U, j) + 2. Since forcing equals truth 
for generic sets, stage s + 1 must have been vacuous. But then 
g E tt i ~ (aP, (2) {(P, Q) ex~ends (Pc Q~) &(P, Q) t~ ~/~/1  k)l.  
Easy quantifier manipulations and Lemma 3.8 now imply that H i is Nn 1
over M. [] 
To prove (b) = (a) in Theorem 3.1, assume H is i~n°÷2 in A * B when- 
everM = ( . f l f< r A &f '~r  B}. Apply Lemma 3.9 with ~= (H} and 
let (A. B) be the resulting eneric pair. Since H is Nn°.2 in A * B, H is Zn l 
over M as required. [] 
Technical Notes. (1) The assumption that M is closed under jump was not 
used in the proof of (b) ~ (a). (It is possible to eliminate this assumption 
altogether by modifying the definitions of condition and 2;] over M.) 
(2) A slight modification of the ar~.ument shows that H is I~ ° in A • B 
whenever (A, B) is exact over M only if H is ~0 in f, for some f ~ M 
(provided M is closed under ~;T and *). From this it follows that no 
ascending sequence of  degrees has a l-l.u.b. (as defined in [26]) unless 
the jumps of the degrees in the sequence are eventually constant. 
4. The degree of Kleene's 0 
Let D, <, and j be as defined in the Introduction. In tills Section we 
investigate first order definability ~n the structure 
c~=(D, ~, j ) ,  
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Definition 4.1. A set I G D is said to be a countable ideal in cb if 
(i) I is countable and nonempty; 
( i i )a<b~l~a~l ;  
( i i i )a ,b~loaUb~l ;  
( i v )a~ l ~ a' ~ L 
Definition 4.2. Let I be a countable ideal in ~ and let a, b be degrees. 
The pair a. h is said to be exact over I if 
l=(dEDId<a&d<b) .  
By Section 3 or Speetor [31 ], we know that for any countable ideal 
there exists an exact pair. From our present point of view, 1his is impor- 
tant because it implies that quantification over all countable ideals is ex- 
pressible in the first-order theory of  c~. 
Let I be a countable ideal and let 
M t = {f~ co W I degree ( f )  E 1) . 
Let n be a positive integer and let H c co be a set of degree h. 
Theorem 4.3. H is A~ over M z i f  and only i f  h < (a u b) {n+t) whenever 
a, b is an exact pair for L Also H is analytical over M l i f  and only i f  h is 
arithme,¢cal in a u b whenever a. b is an exact pair for L 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1 and Post's Hierarchy Theorem once 
the following uniformity is noted: if H is arithmetical in A • B whenever 
A, B is an exact pair for L then there is an n such tha~ H is ~n°+2 in A • B 
whenever A, B is an exact pair forL The uniformity is proved by applying 
Lemma 3.9 with ~= tH} and then using (a) ~ (b) in Theorem 3.1 on 
the resulting pair A, B. We are grateful to H. Putnam for pointing out to 
us the need to establish this uniformity. [] 
Definition 4.4. Let M g co ~ be nonempty and closed under <r  and ~. 
We say that M is an co-model o f  the AJ comprehension axiom if the char- 
acteristic function c X is in M wheneve7 X c co is A1 over M. We say that 
M is an co-model of the ful l  compreher, sion schema if M is an co-model 
of A~ comprehension for all k ~ w. 
If I is any countable ideal, then clearly M t is an co-model of  ,~  compre- 
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hension. The smallest w-model of ..4~ comprehension is 
AR = ( f~ o~ t~ If  is anthmetical}. 
By Kleene [ 16] and Kreise1118], the smallest w-model of A~ , omprehen- 
sion is 
HYP = { f~ ~,o II" is hyperarithmetical}. 
It is well known that there is no smallest w-model of A~ comprehension, 
k >~ 2, or of  full comprehension. 
Corollary 4.5. There are first order sentences 6k (k ~ O) such that 
D, ~. 1, 1) ~ ~k if  and only i f  M t is an w-model o f  A1 comprehension. 
There is a first order sentence ~ ~ such that (D. <, L I) ~ 3® i f  and only 
i f  M t is an w-model of  ful l  comprehension. 
Corollary 4.6. The relations "d  1 is arithmetical in d2" and "d I is hyper- 
arithmetical in d2" are first-order definable in c3. 
Corollary 4.7, There is a first-order sentence ~) such that c~ ~ 4a if  V = L 
or i f  V is a generic extension o f  L, and Cl) ~ q$ i f  O # exists. 
Proof. Let $ say that there exist arbitrarily large hyperdegrees which are 
not minimal covers. The conclusion follows from [28, Theorems 5.2 and 
5.41. E3 
Corollary 4.8, Ttze first-order theory o f  c~ is probably not provably ab- 
solute with respect o models of  set theory containing all the ordinals. 
We need the word "probably" in this corollary because the existence 
of 0 ~ is not known to be consistent with set theory. However, it will be 
shown by Simpson [29] that there is a first-order sentence qJ such that 
y- $ i f  and only if every element of 6o ~ is constructible in the sense 
of G~Sdel. Hence the word "probably" is in fact unnecessary: 
We now examine the (Turing) degree of Kleene's O. It is well known 
that any two complete FI~ subsets of ~ are recursively !somorphic. ~n 
particular, the degree of  O is characterized by the fact that it is a com- 
plete H i set. What we want to do here is give some degree theoretic char- 
acterizations of the degree of  O. By degree theoretic we me~n, of co,lrse, 
first order in cB. 
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Le~nma 4.9. Let X be a subset o f  ~o. Then X < r 0 i f  and only i f  X is 
A~ over HYP. 
Proof. For later use we prove a little more: for all n :~ 1, X ~ ~o is ~0 in 
0 if and only i fX  is ~nl+l over HYP. First we formulate a general fact 
which really belongs in Section 3. 
Sublemma 4.10. Let M C o~ be nonempty and closed under < T and ~. 
Suppose H, X c ~o, H is A~ over M, X is TOn in H, n >! 1. Then X is ~+n- t  
over M. 
The proof of 4.10 is straightforward. Now by the Hyperarithmetical 
Quantifier Theorem of Gandy [9] and Spector [30], O is Y| over HYP, 
hence A 1 over HYP. From this and 4.10 it follows for all n ~ I that if 
X is ~0 in ¢3 then X is El+! over HYP. For the converse we need the 
following wen-known fact, due essentially to Kleene [ 16|: there is an 
enumeration HYP = {f/I i ~ O } such that {(l~ ..... in> ~ i I ..... i n E 0 & 
P(f~ ..... An)} is 11~ whenever P is 11[. See also Rogers [24, Theorem XLI, 
p. 4~ 8]. Suppose X c w is 2;nl.l over HYP, say for concreteness n = 2. 
Thus 
m ~ X ~. (3g t ~ HYP)('Cg 2 ~ HYP)(3g 3 E HYP)A(gl ,  g2,g 3, m) 
where A is arithmetical over HYP. Define 
R(il ,  i2, m) ~ il, i 2 E 0 & (3g 3 E HYP) A(f/ j ,  ~ ,  g3' m) .  
Then R is n I hence recursive in O. We have 
m ~ X ~ (3i  1 ~ 0 )(Vi  2 ~ 0 )R( i  l, i 2, m) 
so X is :~0 in O, This completes the proof of  Lemma 4.9. D 
Theorem 4.11. The degree o f  0 is the largest degree which is < (a t3 b)(3) 
whenever the pair a. b is exact over ~d t d is hyperanthmetical}. 
Proof. By 4.9 the degree of O is maximum among degrees of sets which 
are A 1 over HYP. From this and 4.3 the theorem is immediate. U 
Corollary 4.12. 1"he degree o f  0 is first order definable in c9. 
Proof. Immediate from 4.11 and 4.6. By relativizing 4.12 uniformly we 
obtain: 
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Corollary 4.13. The relation "d I is the hyperjump old2"' is first order 
definable in ¢~. 
Definition 4.14. M _c co~ is said to be a r-model ifM is nonempty and, 
whenever S C (co')3 is ~ [ and fp f2 ~ M and ( ~g ~ co ~)  S(fl, f2, g), 
then (3g E M) S ( f  1, f2, g). 
l fM is a r-model then clearly M is closed under 4 r, a~, and the jump 
operator, lfM c co~ is nonempty and closed under <r,  e~, and hypel- 
jump, then M is a/3-model by Kleene's Basis Theorem (Rogers [ 24, 
Corollary XLII(b), p. 420]). The converse is false since by Friedman [7] 
there exists a ~3-model consisting entirely of functions of lower hyper- 
degree than O. On the other hand, it is easy to see that any r-model of 
A~ (in fact II~ ) comprehension is closed under hyperjump. 
Corollary 4.15. There are first order sentences fin, n ~ 2, such that 
( D, 4, L l) ~ ~3 n if  and only i fM t is a &model e(  A 1 comprehension. 
There is a first order sentence fl~ such that (D, 4, j, I) ~ 3, i f  and only 
if  M I is a &model o f  full comprehension. 
Proof. Let 3n (/3) say that M t satisfies An 1 (full) comprehension a d is 
closed under hyperjump. []
Corollary 4.16. The relation "d I is ramified analytical in d 2"" is first order 
definable in '-~. 
Proof. By a result of Gandy and Putnam, d I is ramified analytical in d 2 
if and only if d I belongs to the smallest 3-model of full comprehension 
containing d2. (The ramified analytical hierarchy will be developed in 
detail in Section 5.) 
We end this Section with another degree theoretic haracterization f
the degree of O. It will not be used in the rest of the paper, but we men- 
tion it for its independent interest. A degree a is said to be minimal over 
a countable ideal I if I c_ (d I d 4 a) and there is no b < a with 1 c_ [d I d ~ b}. 
Theorem 4.17. The degree of  0 is the largest degree which is 4 a (3) 
whenever a is minimal over (d I d is hyperarithmetical }. 
Proof. Part of the proof is a forcing argument similar to that of Section 3. 
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Define a condition to be a hyperarithmetical, uniformly pointed tree. 
Define genericity as in Section 3. The proof of Lemma 3.9 gives the 
following: i fX  c ¢o is not A 1 over HYP then there exists a generic set 
A _c ¢o such that HYP c {f l f<r  A} and X is not/to in A. An argument 
of Sacks ([25, §8] and [26, sentence preceding Proposition 3.21)shows 
that the degree of A is minimal over {d id  is hyperarith:netical}. By 
Lemma 4.9 tl ~s proves half of  what we want. It remains to show that 0 
is A ° in any set whose degree is minimal over {d I d is hyperarithmetidal). 
Let B be any such set. By Gandy [9] or Spector [30] there is a 11 ° rela- 
tion P such that 
n ~ O ~ (~f~ HYP)P(n, f ) .  
By Spector [30] or Harrison [ 11 ] this P can be taken to have the fol- 
lowing additional property: i f  P(n, f )  holds andf$  HYP, then there is a 
pseudohierarchy recursive in f In particular the degree of such an f will 
be an upper bound for {d I d is hyperarithmetical} but cannot be minimal 
over it. Hence 
n~ 0 ~ (a f~TB)P(n , f ) .  
so O is in fact Z ° in B. This completes the proof. C3 
Remark. There are two slightly stronger degree theoretic haracterizations 
of the degree of O, to wit: 
(~) ~t is the smallest degree of the form (a u b) (3) where the pair a, b 
is exact over (dt  d is hyperarithmetical); 
(ii) it is the smallest degree of the form a ~3) where a is minimal over 
(d I d is hyperarithmeticai}. 
For the proof, construct a pair (A, B) which is generic over HYP only 
with respect o Z0 and i"I°3 sentences of the forcing language. The con- 
struction is carried out reeursively in O so that the complete ~O3 set re- 
lative toA ~B is recursive in O. By 3.1, 4.9, and 4.17 this g? 'es the 
desired results. 
5. Master codes and the ramified analytical hierarchy 
As in Section 3, let M be a countable, nonempty subset cf  co w which 
is closed under ~7", e~, and the jump operator. Let n be a positive integer. 
A set H c 6o is a An 1 master code for M if for all X g c~, X < r H if and 
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only if X is Ant over M. The notion of Ain master code may seem strange, 
but there are at least two familiar examples. 
Example 1. Let 3.5 e be a limit notation in Kleene's O. Then H3.5e is a A~ 
master code for 
( f~  ~oJ i f<r  H,  for some n <o 3,5e} -
See Case 11I in the proof of Lemma 5.5 below. 
Example 2. Kleene's 0 itself is a / '~  master code for 
HYP = { fE  60 ~° I f  is hyperarithmetical}. 
This is the content of  Lemma 4.9. Note that HYP cannot have a A{ 
master code since ;t is a model of the Ai comprehension axiom. 
We shall give more examples later in this Section. 
l fH  is a &in master code form then the degree of  H is maximum 
among the degrees of the sets which are &l over M. Thus, the degree of 
a Ain master code form is uniquely determined if it exists. Moreover, an 
M which satisfies An t comprehension cannot have a A1 master code. The 
notion of  &l n master code is degree theoretically interesting in view of 
the following lemma. 
l,emma 5. I. Let 1 be a countable ideal ih cb. There are first-order form*:- 
las ~n(X) such that d ~ D is the degree o f  a A 1 master code for ?/11 if  and 
only ff(D. ~, j. 1) F ~n [dl. 
Proof. Explicitly. ~,  [d] says that d is the largest degree which is 
(a O b) (n+l) Whenever the pair a, b ~s exact over L That this works is 
immediate from 4,3. [] 
The purpose of this Section is to point out that the ramified analytical 
hierarchy is the best of all possible worlds as far as the existence of  master 
codes is concerned. Precisely, let M be a nonzero level of  the ramified 
analytical hierarchy and let n be a positive integer such that M is not a 
model of  the A,  i comprehension axiom, then we shall show that M has 
a A~ master code (Lemma 5.5). This will lead via 5.1 to a degree theoretic 
characterization f the ramified analytical hierarchy (Theorem 5.6). 
The ramified analytical hierarchy has been studied extensively by 
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H. Putnam and his colleagues [2]. It will be defined and its principal 
properties reviewed after a few pages. But first we must discuss the 
constructible hierarchy of Gtidel. We work in set theory without urele- 
ments. For our purposes it is best to define the constructible hierarchy 
as follows. 
L 0 = HF = (x Ix is a hereditarily finite set) .  
Lx= U{L~ la < h~' 
for limit ordinals 3,. 
L`'+l = (X _c L I X is first-order definable over < L~, ~)}.  
Here the first order definitions over L~ are allowed to mention parameters, 
i.e. constants denoting arbitrary elements of  L,~. The constructible uni- 
verse, L, is the union of  the L a for all ordinals e. The construetible 
hierarchy increases through all the ordinals since ~o + e is a subset of L~. 
Hence L is a proper class. GiSdel proved tha  (L, c=~ is a model of set 
theory plus the generalized continuum hypothesis. GSdel'a proof was 
analyzed by L~vy [23]. 
We need the L6vy hierarchy of tormulas in the language of set theory. 
A formula is Z0 if it is built up from atomic formulas x = y, x ~ y using 
propositional connectives &, -I and bounded quantifiers 3u(u ~ x & ...). 
Here x, y, ... are set variables. A formula is H~. i f  it is of the form 9~ 
where ~ is ~,~. A formula is ~e+t if it is of the form 3x (p where ¢p is [1 k. 
A ~et X c L~ ~ .dk(L~) if there are a Z k formula ¢(x. y) and a parameter 
b ~ L~ such that 
X = {a ~ L~ I(L~, E) ~ ~[a, b]) . 
Similarly for lI/c(La). A set X -  c L~ is Ae(L,~) if it is both :~k(L~) and 
fi~r(La). Thus 
L~+ 1 = Oe<~ Zk(L )  = U~< za~(L~). 
Let a be an ordinal and n a positive integer. In this paper only, a An(L ~) 
master code is a set H c w such that for all X _c co, X <T H if and only 
if X is An(La). The next lemma is essentially due to R.B. Jensan. It is a 
remarkable refinement of the Main Technical Lemma of Boolos and 
Putnam [ 1 ]. 
Lemma 5.2. Let a be an ordinal and n a positive integer such that not 
every An(L,, ) subset o f  ~ is an element o f  L a. Then there exists a An(L,,) 
master code. 
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Proof. It is perhaps worthwhile here to remark that, for a = 0, Lemma 5~2 
says simply that for each n ~ 1 there exists H ~ o~ such that for all X ~ 60, 
X < r H if and only i f  X is An 0. This is a well-known corollary of  Post's 
Hierarchy Theorem. Lemma 5.2 is true for arbitrary u but we shall 8ire 
the proof only for the case when a is greater than oJ and p.r. closed; see 
Jensen and Karp [ 1 3]. (This seems to be a reasonable compromise since 
5.2 is applied below only in a situation where a is a limit of  admissible 
ordinals, hence a is greater than w and p.r. closed.) In this case L~ = J~ 
so we can apply the results of Jensen [ 12 ]; see also Devlin [4]. 
In Jensen's terms, the hypothesis of  5.2 is that r/n~ = I. Hence, by 
Jensen's results, there is a An(L a) mappingf  : w oa.q~to L,~. Define 
H = {<i,g k>l L/, kEw & (L~,, E> ~d~i[f(/),f(k)]} 
where < ¢i(x, y) I i ~ co) is a primitive recursive numeration of  the Hn_ t 
formulas with two free variables. Then H c oJ and H is An(L~). Further- 
more, if X c w is ~n(La) then X is recursively enumerable in H. So H is 
a 4n(L~) master code. For later use, note that for all i ~ w, a subset of 
is ~n+i(L~) if and only if it is ~/0.~ in H. Hence the i th jump of H is a 
An+i(L,~) master code. [3 
Technical Note. ~ he subject of  A n master codes has not previously been 
discussed in the published literature. We therefore record some further 
information here. We use the nomenclature of Jensen. Let <J~, ~, A ) be 
amenable, A ~ J~, and put ,o = P~,.4 and ~ = r~, A . Then the following 
two assertions are equivalent: 
(i) there is a ZI(J ~, A) mapping from a subset of Jp onto Ja; 
(ii) there is a AI(J  a, A) mapping from J ,  onto Ja" 
Suppose that these assertions hold. Then p < r/and there is no ~ with 
• p < ~ < w • r /and (J~,, ~> ~ "x is a cardinal". Let X be the least 
ordinal such that there is a AI( J  ~, A) mapping from ~. onto an unbounded 
subset of  w • a. Then r/= max { p, 3,}. Furthermore there exists H c_ "In 
which is A l ( J  a, A) and such that the following holds. If X < r/, then 
5",t(J ~, tl) = P(J ~) n T,~:+l (J ¢,, A) 
for all k ) 1. If ~. = r/, then 
Zt( J  n. H) = P(J n) n Zg(J~,, A) 
for all ,~ ~ 1 ; moreover, the structure <Jn, ~, H> is admissible. Some of  
these statements are essentially due to Jensen. The proofs will appear in 
a book on admissibility which Simpson is preparing. 
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We now pass from the language of set theory to the language of  second- 
order arithmetic. The ramified analytical hierarchy is a hierarchy of sub- 
sets of to,o. Define 
Mo =0, 
M x = O {M a I ~ < ~.} for limit ordinals X, 
M~+ 1 = ( re  w t° I graph(f) is analytically definable over Ma).  
(These analytical definitions are allowed to mention parameters, i.e. con- 
stants denoting arbitrary elements o fM w An unpublished theorem of  
Putnam says that every element o fM a is analytically definable in M a 
without parameters. Hence it would be possible to dispense with the 
parameters, although we shall not do ~o here.) There is a smallest or- 
dinal/3 such that Ma+ I = M s. This countable ordinal is called fl0. Evidently 
Moo is a model of full comprehension. Gandy and Putnam have shown 
by an inner model construction that M~o is the smallest f-model of  full 
comprehension. 
l.emma 5.3. For all a ~ 30 + 1, 
M~ = L~ n to~.  
Theproof  is in Boolos-Putnam [ 1 ]. An ordinal a is said to be locally 
countable i fO  ~. ¢~ ~ Yx3f ( f i s  a mapping of natural numbers onto x). 
It is shown in [ 1 ] that every a ~; 30 is locally countable. For n a locally 
countable ordinal we define M,~ = L a t~ m~. This is harmless ince by 
5.3 it disagrees with our previous definition ofM~ onIy when a > 3o + 1. 
The following lemma is well-known, but we sketch a proof anyway. 
I.emma 5.4. Let a be a locally countable ordinal which is a limit o f  
smaller admissible ordinals. Let n be a positive integer. A relation 
R ~ M/~ × ~1 is ~n(L~) i f  and only i f  it is ~l+l over M~. 
Proof (sketch). Hereditarily countable sets x c~n be coded by elements 
of co ~ ; for instance, a code for x can be taken ta be a function f c to~ 
such that, for some mapping i : to ~ TC((x)), 
= /0  i f i (m)~ i(n), 
f ( (m,  n>) 
t 1 otherwise , 
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where TC((x}) is the transitive closure of (x}. The set of all codes is E[~ 
(over t~) .  By local countability, every x ~ L= has a code inM=. Since t~ 
is a limit of smaller admissible ordinals, M= is closed under the hyperjump 
operation. Hence the set of all codes in M a is II] over M a. Let S be the 
mapping which takes a code f to the set encoded by f. Thus L~ = (S(f) i f  
is a code & f~ M=}. We claim that for each R c_ L~ which is ~0(L~), 
there is P c M~ which is A~ over M~ and such that, for all codes 
f l .  .,., f l  ~ M~, P(f l ,  ..., fi) if and only if R(S( f l ) ,  ..., S(~)). This is proved 
by induction on the number of symbols in the T 0 formula defining R. 
Now for each R c_ L= let 
R" = ( f~  M a I f  is a code & S(f) e R) .  
We claim that R is ~n(L=) if and only ifR ~ is ~ .1  over M=. This is 
easily proved by induction on n and establishes Lemma 5"4. [] 
Technical Note. Lemma 5.4 becomes false if one weakens the hypothesis 
that a is a limit of smaller admissible ordinals. However, 5.4 can be gener- 
alized in a slightly ~ifferent direction. Let M _c wu be a ~-model and let 
A = {S(f)~f is a c, '~c & f~ M). Then A is a transitive set, and a relation 
on M is ~n(A), r. ~ ], if and only if it is ~* l  over M. (IfM is nonempty 
and closed under ~r ,  ~, and hyperjurtip, then M is a ~3-model. But the 
converse is false by Friedman [?].) 
We come now to the lemma which ~s the main point of this Section. 
I.emma 5.5, Let c~ be a nonzero, locally countable ordinal. Let n be a 
positive integer, Suppose that M~ doev not satisfy the ~I  comprehension 
ax, iom~ Then M~ has a A1 n master codc. 
Proof. There are three cases. 
Case I, a is a limit of smaller admissible ordinals. The conclusion is 
immediate by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4. Note that in this Case we must have 
n ~, 2 since M~ satisfies A~ (in fact lI~ ) comprehension. 
Case 11. ~ ~s admissible but not a limit of smaller admissibles. Let 
< ¢t be such that there is no admissible ordinal between a and ~. Let 
B ~ M~ be a code for ~. Then clearly ~1B = a. Furthermore 
M = (1"6 ~ ~fis hyperarithmetic in B) .  
This is the rclativization to B of the fact that M,a ~ = HYP (cf. [ 1,16]), 
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By similarly retativizing Lemma 4.9 we see that O B is a gt~ master code 
forM~ and more generally, for all i < co, the ith jump of~) n is a A]+ 2 
master code for Mo, Here again M~ satisfies 2x I comprehension so there 
is no A I master code. 
Case III. = is not admissible and not a lindt of smaller admissibles. As 
in Case 1I, let B ~ Me, be such that o < ,~ .  Hence a).  a is a l imit ordinal 
less than con 1 . Let co. a = 13 ' 5el ~ where 3" 5 e is a l imit notation in 0 B 
(cf. [32]). T~ asM~ = {f ly '<rH~ for some n <on 3 " 5 e) ([1,16]).  We 
claim that H~. 5e is a 41 master code tor M R and more generally, for all 
i < co, a subset of  co is Ig°+ l in H~. se i f  and only i f  it is Ig~,,, over ~h'~ 
That H3 B , 5e is A 1 over M~ is clear from [ 5 ]. The rest is proved by ~he 
same technique as in the proof  of Lemma 4.9, using Sublemma 4.10 and 
the following fact: there is an enumeration M s = {fi l l  ~ co} such that 
{(i 1 ... . .  i n) I R(f/t .. . . .  fit.)} is recursive in H~. 5e whc:~ever R is arith- 
metical. This completes the proof  of  Lemma 5,5. £3 
Corollary. Suspose that c~ is a nonzero, locally countable ordinal I < n < w, 
and H c_ ¢0 is a Zi 1 master code for Ma. Then for all i < co, the i th /ump 
of  H is a A ln+i master code for Ma. 
We are now ready to give our level by level, degree theoretic haracteri- 
zation of the ramified analytical hierarchy. A sequence of degrees 
(d e I ~ < 0) ;~ de~,ned egree theoretically as follows. Put d o = 0 and 
d,~+l = da = jump of do. Let ?~ be a l imit ordinal such that d~ have been 
defined for all c~ < ~. Put I x = {d i( 3a < 30 d < de ). Let m x be the least 
integer m such that there is a largest degree d which is ~ (a u b) (rn) for 
all pairs a, b which are exact over I x. Let d x be this largest degree, Let O 
be the least ordinal such that d o is undefined. 
Theorem 5.6. We have 0 = [3 o and 
I 0 = {degree ( f )  I f  is ramified analytical). 
The level by level correspondence is given by 
(5) I o°~ = {degree ( f ) I f~  31}  
for I ~ ~ ~ Go. Furthermore m~oa = k s + 2 where k s is the largest in. 
teger k suct. that M~ satisfies 41 comprehension, Also dis ~+i is the de- 
gree o f  A~÷i+ 1 master codes for M~, k = ~.  
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Proof. The equation (5) will be proved by induction on a, I < a < 50. 
For ¢t = l (5) says ~,lerely that ./,~ is the set of all degrees of arithmetical 
functions. For  limit ordinals ~ the induction is trivial since then ~.~ 
= Ue< a 1~.~ and M~ = 08< ~ M~. For the successor step, suppose 
lhat (5) holds and a < ~0. Then Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5 imply that m .a 
= k= + 2 and for each i < ~o, d .¢,~ = aCw0~ ' is the degree of AI+i+: ma~ter 
codes for M~, k = £a" Hence 
1 .(,=÷ 1) = {dtd  is arithme tical in d .= } 
= {degree (X) I X is analytically definable over Me} 
= {degree ( f )  bfE Ma+l}, 
ThL~ completes the proof. 
Technical Note. For limit ordinals ~. < ~30 the definition o fd  x can be 
sharpened somewhat. Namely one can construct an exact pair a, b for I x 
such that d x = (a u b) (taro. Compare this with the Remark at the end of  
Section 4. We do not know whether in the definition of d x for arbitrary 
limit ordinals k < [30 the use of exact pairs of upper bounds can be re- 
placed by the use of minimal upper bounds. 
Examples (continued). Let us attempt o clarify Theorem 5,6 by focusing 
on some cases. 
(1) We have d,,  = 0 <'~), the degree of the truth set of first order arith- 
metic. Theorem 5.6 characterizes this degree theoretically as the largest 
degree which is ~ (a u b) (z~ whenever a, b are an exact pair of upper 
bounds for the arithmetical degrees. 
(2) Let 3, be a recursive limit ordinal. Then d~, is the degree of H3.se 
where 3 • 5 e is a notation for ~,. Spector [32] ~howed that d x is well- 
defined but he did not characterize d x degree theoretically, although 
there was probably little doubt that this could be done. Theorem 5.6 
characterizes d x as the largest degree which is < (a u b) (2) whenever the 
pair a. b is exact over I~. Sacks [26] has already characterized d x in a 
stronger way as the smallest degree of  the form a (2) where a is an upper 
bound for I x . The use of exact pairs of upper bounds was unnecessary 
in this case because of the "predicative" nature of the hyperarithmetical 
hierarchy; see Kreisel [ 18,19], The point here, due to Kleene [ 16], is that 
for t~ < ¢o} the master code for M~ can be given an analytical (in fact A]) 
definition which is invariant in the sense that it def'mes the same set when 
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interpreted in an arbitrary M, M e c_ M C cow. This is in sharp contrast 
to the behavior of  M~ = HYP where by [ 10] no sets are invariantly 
t 
analytically def'mable xcept hose ,¢hleh already belong to HYP. See 
also [5]. This is why for d~l  we need exact pairs of  upper bounds rather 
than just upper bounds. 
(3) Le~ ~ = col. Then d x is the degree of  Kleene's G; ~;ee also Section 4. 
There is no AI(L x) master code. Kleene's 0 is a complete ]g l(Lx) subset 
of co and a A2(Lx) master code. Also M x = L x c~ cow = HYP and 0 is a 
A 1 master code forMr`. 
(4) For each n < o~ let co n be the n th admissible ordinal. Put 3` = Un< ~ co n 
It is well-known that ~, is not admissible and that Mr` is the smallest ~- 
model of  Il l comprehension. Put O~ = {(m, n) I m ~ O,} where Oo = ¢ 
and On+ 1 is the hyperjump of O n. Then O~ is a AI(L x) master code and 
a A~ master code for Mr`. Theorem 5.6 characterizes dr,  the degree of  
0~,  as the largest degree which is < (a u b) (3) whenever a, b are an exact 
pair of upper bounds for the degrees d~ = degree of O,~, I < n < co. 
(5) Let k = w~ = the smallest admissinble ordinal which is a limit of  
admissible ordinals. It is well known that 3, is projectible into co and that 
M x is the smallest B-model of  A~ comprehension (see Kripke [20]). Let 
Or` be the complete Z ItLr`) subset o f  co. Equivalently, 
O x = {(m,  n> I{m}el (n )  = 0} 
whereE 1 is Tugue's functional; cf. [8,33]. Then d x is the degree of 
0 z T~et, rcm 5.6 characterizes dr` as the largest degree which is < (a'U b) ¢4) 
whenever the pair a, b is exact over the degrees of functions in 
Mr` = { f E co~ I f is reeursive in E 1 }. 
(6) Let 3, be the smallest nonprojectible admissible ordinal greater than 
co. Then L x satisfies ~l  comprehension so there is no complete ZI(Lr`) 
subset of co. Neverthele~,:s there exists a A2(L~,) master code which is also 
a A~ master code forM x. This master code is denoted Or`. Than d h is the 
degree of Or` and Theorem 5.6 characterizes dr` as the largest degree 
which is < (a u b) (4) whenever a, b are exact over the degrees of functions 
in Mr`. 
(7) Let 3, be the smallest ]~2 admissible ordinal. Then L x satisfies A2 
comprehension so there is no ,5~(L x) master code. Let O~, be the com- 
plete Zz(Lr`) subset of co. Then O x is a A3(Lr`) master code and a A~ 
master code for Mr,, and d x is the degree of O x. Theorem 5.6 characterizes 
dx degree theoretically as the largest degree which is < (a u bl(s) when- 
ever a, b are an exact pair over the degrees of the functions ir~ M x. 
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Remark. The degree theoretic hierarchy ( d e I c~ </30 > can be extended 
naturally to a hierarchy of  degrees <de Ic~ < ~].> which are cofinal in the 
constructible degrees. For example d~ is the degree of  the truth set for 
< L a ~ > and can be defined degree theoretically as the largest degree 
o '  . . . 
which is ~ (a w b) (~) whenever the pair a b is exact over I~ . In general 
• • -o  
the n th jumps, n < to, which were used in Theorem 5.6 must be ~'eplaeed 
by v tb jumps where v can be any ordinal less than ~L. These v th jurors 
are defined by combining the ideas of Leeds and Putnam [22] with the 
ideas of the present paper. The details will appear elsewhere. 
Discussion. The work reported in this Section was inspired by the earlier 
work el  H. Putnam and his colleagues [ 1,2,5,22]. Obviously we are very 
much in Putnam's debt. However, our work differs from that of  Putnam 
in two respects. First, we have taken account of  the Jansen Theory, which 
was not available to Putnam. Second, Putnam et al. employ the notion 
of uniform upper bound, which seems to be somewhat pathological. We 
do not know whether the notion of  uniform upper bound is degree then- 
retically definable. This problem is investigated but not solved in Section 6. 
We have gotten around the problem here by eliminating uniform upper 
bounds in favor of exact pairs of upper bounds. This yields two significant 
improvements over [22]. 
(1) Our degrees d,,, a < 1~ L, are (Turing) degrees rather than arithmeti- 
cal degrees. 
(2) Our degrees are seen to be degree theoretic, while this is ia doubt 
for the degrees used by Putnam. 
Precisely, each of  our degrees d~, a < ~1L , is seen to be definable in 
the structure c3 by a formula of  ~°~1~o, the infinitary logic with countable 
conjunctions and finite strings of quantifiers. (In particular, de is seen to 
be necessarily fixed by all automorphisms of ,7~. But it is an open problem 
due to Rogers [24, p. 261 ] whether c3 has any nontrivial automorphisms.) 
Remark. It would be interesting to look at master codes and degree theo- 
retic hierarchies for notions of  degree other than that of  Kleene-Post [ 17 ]. 
Some of the notions we have in mind are: many-one degrees [24], hyper- 
degrees, a-degrees and a-ealculability degrees, A~ degrees, L-degrees [28], 
Q-degrees, and Wadge degrees for subsets of  to w . (If  A, B c tow we say A 
is Wedge reducible to B if there exists a continuous function F :  to'~ ~ ¢o ~ 
such that A = F - l  (B).) There are also a number of notions of  degree that 
arise from Kleene's theory of  recursion in higher types. For each notion 
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of degree, it is to be expected that some sort of  master codes and degree 
theoretic hierarchies exist, but they would probably take different forms. 
These differences in the form of  the hierarchies would yield significant 
insight into the nature of  the various notions of degree. 
6. Uniform upper bounds 
l fM  is a countable set of  functions and a is a degree, a is called a uni- 
form upper bound (u.u.b.) of M if  there is a binary function f of  degree 
at most a such that ~,1 = ( ( f ) i  I i E 6o), where ( f ) i ( ) )  = f(i, j). (This is 
easily seen to be equivalent to the definition of u.u.b, in 121.) In [21, the 
ramified analytical hierarchy is analyzed in terms of u.u.b.'s. The purpose 
of  the present section is to attempt o relate the notion of u,u.b, to the 
degree theoretic notions used in our analysis of that hierarchy. In parlicu- 
lar we give a necessary condition for a degree a to be a tl.u.b, to the class 
of all arithmetical functions, and also a sufficient condition. These two 
conditions are first-order conditions on a, but unfortunately they do not 
appear to be equivalent. Throughout his Section the set of  arithmetical 
functions will be denoted AR. Any results we state for AR are also valid 
(with essentially the same proof) for the class of functions which occur in 
any fixed proper initial segment of  the hyperarithmetical hierarchy closed 
under *he i:'mp operation, i.e. for ( f~(3n < o 3 • 5 e) f~r  H~ ) for 3 • 5 e ~ O, 
replacing 0t~) by the degree of H3,se. 
The rtext proposition is analogous in statement and proof to the result 
of Enderton and Putnam [5] that 0 ~)  is recursive in a" whenever all 
arithmetical functions are recur;ive in a. A degree a is called a sub-uniform 
upper bound (s.u.u. b, ) of a class M of functions i f  there is a binary func- 
tion fo f  degree ~a such that M c ( ( f ) i  i i ~ oJ). 
Proposition 6.1. I ra is a s.u.u.b, o f  AR, then a' ~ 0 (~). 
Proof. There is a 11 ° relation P(n, f )  on ~ × co w such that for each n 
there is a unique f (denoted fn) such that P(n, f )  holds. Furthermore 
fn =-r O(n), uniformly in n (cf. [24, Exercise 16-981).  Let g be a function 
recursive in a such that every arithmetical function is (g)i for some L 
Let h(n) = (Izi) P(n, (g)i). Then h is a total function recursive in a', 
and (g)h(n) =fn for all n. Since 0 (n) ==-rfn uniformly in n, it follows 
that a' 7~ 0 (~). [] 
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Corollary 6.2. 0 (~) is the least element of  {a' ~ a is a u.u.b, of  AR}. 
Proof. In view of Proposition 6.1, it suffices to show that there is degree 
a such that a is a u.u.b, o f  AR and a' < 0 (~). Such a degree a is easily 
obtained by combining the method of  Kieene-Post [17] to construct 
u.u.b.'s of  AR with that of Friedberg [61 to control the jump of a set 
being constructed. Alternatively, one may let a = b' where b is any 
degree such that 0 (n'~ < b for all n < 6o and b" < 0 (~) [26]. Then a is a 
u.u.b, of AR by Corollary 6.5, which follows shortly. [] 
If a. b are degrees, a is called a high cover ofb  i fa  :~ b and a' ~ b". 
[ 14, Theorem I ] (relativized) shows that i fa  is a high cover of  b, then 
a is a u.u.b, of the functions recursive in b. We have b is an upper bound 
of AR if every arithmetical function is recursive in b. 
Theorem 6.3. l f  a is a high cover o f  some upper bound b o f  AR, then a 
isa u.u.b, o f  AR. 
Proof. By the remark just before the theorem, the hypotheses of  the 
theorem imply that a is a s.u.u.b, of AR. Thus the theorem is a conse- 
quence of  the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.4.1f  a is a s.u.u.b, o f  AR,  then a is a u.u.b, o f  AR. 
Proof. If f, g ~ co ~ we say f weakly ma]orizes g if f (n) >/g(n) for all but 
finitely many n. Since a is a s.u.u.b, of AR, it is easy to see that there is 
a function fM recursive in a which weakly majorizes all arithmetical func- 
tions. By the proof of Proposition 6.1 there are functions g, fn(n < to), 
and h such that g is binary and recursive in a, h is recursive in a', fn -~T o(n), 
and (g)h(n) = fn" By the Limit Lemma there is a binary function r r~cursive 
in a such that l im~ r(n, s) = h(n) for all n. Now define 
~(( e, n, k), z) = 'b e((g)rln,k ÷z) ;Z) 
if dPe((g)n(n, k +x);X) is defined in at most k + fM(x) steps for each x < z, 
otherwise let ~((e, n, k>, z) = O. (Here ~e(f; x) is alternate notation for 
{e}/(x).) If ~Pe((g),~n,k÷x); X)  is defined in at most k + fM(X) steps for all 
x, then (g)le,n,k~ differs only finitely from ~e((g)h(n)), and otherwise 
(~)te.n.kl is 0 for all but finitely many arguments. Hence (g)le, n.k> is arith- 
metical for any fixed < e, n, k>. Also if dPe((g)h(n)) is total, then the major- 
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izing property offer insures that (g)le,n,k~ = ~e((g)h(n)  for all sufficiently 
large k. Sinceo ~ is clearly recursive in a, it witnesses that a is a u.u.b, of 
AR .U  
It may be shown by extending the proof  of Lemma 6.4 that a is a 
u.u.b, of  AR iff there is a function recursive in a which weakly majorizes 
all arithmetical functions. 
Let U be the set of u.u.b.'s of AR, We do not know whether U is first- 
order definable in cO = <D, <, 1) nor even whether it is invafiant under 
all automorphisms of this structure. Let U l be the set of upper bounds 
a of AR such that a" ~ 0 (w). Let U 2 be the set of degrees which are high 
covers of upper bounds of  AR. U I and U 2 are each first-order definable 
in cO and U 2 c US  U 1 by 6.1 and 6.3. We do not know whether either 
or both inclusions can be reversed. Also we do not know whether U, U 1 
or U 2 contains a minimal upper bound to {0 (") I n 6 w}. Finally we do 
not know whether U coincides with the set of  u.u,b.'s of AR n 2 ~ (the 
class of arithmet;~al sets) nor whether 6.1, 6.2, or 6.4 remain vahd with 
AR replaced by AR n 2 w. 
The following is an immediate corollary to Theorem 6,3. 
Corollary 6.5. I f  b is an upper bound o f  AR,  b s is a u.u.b, o f  AR. 
Gb~erve that Corollary 6.5 (and thus also Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 6.4) 
fail if  AR is replaced by HYP, tile set of hyperarithmetic functions. In- 
deed by [5, §3] and [ 1 ] there isa degree b such that b is an upper bound 
of HYP, but no degree containing a set 4 1 in b is a u.u.b, of  HYP. How- 
ever using the notion of exact pair one may easily get an analogue to 
Theorem 6.3 which holds for more general classes of functions. Let M 
be a countable nonempty subset of to w, closed under ~T and e. 
Theorem 6.6. I f  {a, b)  is exact over M and e is a high cover o f  a and orb, 
then e is a u.u.b, o f  M. 
Proof. Let M a, M b be the set of functions recursive in a. b, respectively, 
so M = M a n M b. By the remark before Theorem 6.3, e is a u.u.b, ofM a 
and of M b. Let f, g be functions recursive in e such that M a = {(f  )i I i ~ w) 
and Mr, = ((g) l  i /~  to}. Define h(<L 1), z) to be ( / ) i ( z )  if ( f ) i (x)  = (g)i(x~ 
for all x < z, and let h(<L ]>, z) = 0 otherwise. Then (h)~u ~ = (f)~ if 
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([)i = (g)! and otherwise (h)lidl is a lmost  everywhere 0. Hence 
M = M,  n M h = {(h)tc: k E co). [] 
Remark.  I t  can also be shown that  i f  {a, b)  is exact  over M, e > a, and  
e' > (a o b)  ~', then e is a u.u.b, of  M. 
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